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It is a pleasure to extend a warm welcome to the following new members who are listed
below, with their names and addresses, in case you'd care to correspond with them .
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ANOTHER WAY OF COLLECTING STAMPS, PART II

Many famous philatelists have made elabo-

rate studies of a particular stamp or series
of stamps, mostly stamps from 1843 until and

including the "Strubli's ." These studies
require patience, a lot of time, a great

amount of books and other study material and

last but not least, a tremendous amount of
dollars, francs, roubles or whatever monetary

system is used in the collector's specific
country . Especially the last ingredient of
the above grouping leaves us, the average col-

lector, in the cold to do such an elaborate
job, right? No, only half right! We all have

a particular stamp we favor over others, pref-
erably in a lower price range, like the number

series of 1882, the standing Helvetia, the
Helvetia with sword, son of Tell, Tell, Moun-

tain-scenes, or any other of the many Swiss
issues . After making this selection, we now

can start our own "study" by gathering as many
as possible stamps, blocks, postcards, and

envelopes as we can put our hands on . After

having half a shoebox or so filled with this

material, we go to work . First, of course, we
clean the stamps and then we sort them in

several groupings . With the help of common

catalogs most stamps can be classified under
the following headings:

1. singles — mint or cancelled

2. strips of 2, 3 or more — mint or cancelled

3. blocks of 4 — mint or cancelled

4. sheets of more than 4 — mint or cancelled

5. complete sheets of 25, 50 or 100 as the
case may be

6. stamps from stamp machines (coil stamps)

i . stamps, printed from worn-out plates

8. stamps from stamp booklets (tête bêche)

9. stamps with perfins

10. stamps with off-centered perforations

11. stamps with "Official" overprints

12. stamps printed on different paper

13. stamps with overprints (surcharged)

14. Envelopes with stamps printed on

15. Cards with stamps printed on

16. Newspaper and magazine wrappers with

stamps printed on

17. Stamps in special issued commemorative

sheets

18. Stamps with paper differences

19. Stamps with color differences

20. Stamps with different watermarks

21. Stamps with double impression

22. Stamps with minor or major misprints.

Not all stamps or series fall into the above
categories, it is up to the individual to

find as many as possible different groups.

Use a blank album to "set up" your collection
in your own way, with your own imagination.

In previous H .H . issues I asked for stamps

from Wilhelm Tell, a sure sign for you that

this was my favored stamp . I started my

album with the insertion of the saga of Tell

xeroxed out of a book . Furthermore is in-

cluded all the information, found in catalogs

as : year of issue, number of stamps printed,

exact color, type of print, type of paper,
designer, engraver and printer of the stamps.

Old magazines helped me a great deal in

finding information as well as a trip to a

philatelic library . The work I did required

patience, a little ingenuity and, mostly, time
but one thing with which I started this arti-

cle, I did not use, namely a lot of money.

This article is written in this time of the

year so that you have a whole summer to fill
your shoebox before the long winter evenings,

when you have time to do the work.

Again, any questions will be gladly answered

by your officers and good luck with your

"studies ." It would be greatly appreciated

if, after a while, you wrote a little article
for the H .H . how you set up your specialized

project .
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TO A QUESTION POSED BY ANS.A.S.S. MEMBER

tim e 	 ago I purchased about 200 leaflets with
 various stamps, all containing town propaganda
cancellations	 I found these listed, but not priced,
in a publication of the Swiss PTT of about 1967 . Is
their value exceeding that cf the stamps, er what?"

Reply:Reply:Collecting town propaganda, or K (for Kurort//spa) cancelations is a big sport in Switzerland (and
of late	 in England, among members of the Helvetia
Society, 	 as well) . There a re three ways in which to
collect these : in cut-out form (no intrinsic value,
but highly educational and not very easy to achieve
if one strives for perfect strikes which, on commor-
cial 	 mail, are infrequently encountered) ; or cover,
preferably with a stamp representative of thetown's
loca tion, region, or special importance (for example,
t he special "Sc h affhausen" K-cancel should be on the
Schaffhausen Munot castle building set stamp of 1960;
the "Flims" stamp should show a matching mountain
panorama; etc .), and even more preferably with a first-
day-of-use cancellation (for which the PTT cataloguecancellation,	 for which the PTT catalogue
of these pictorial cancellations is most helpful) ; or,
finally, on collection sheetlets (on smooth, slick
paper) of approx . 4 by 6" size, also preferably with
first-day-of-use cancellation . In this last form

st all of these propaganda cancellations had
been made available to

through
collectors by the PTT Phila-

telic Service in Bern through about 1967 (when ALL
.-cancels had to be recut to include the "zip" num-
ber) . Since then only former subscribers who live
outside Switzerland can avail themselves of this ser-
vice! (Tough!).

These sheetlets were sold to the public at 20
centimes above the stamp's value . The early numbers
(through FD of use to about 1952,/53) are very elu-
sive with FD of use strikes,--Especially elusive, no:
OUTRIGHT RARE, are a few cancellations that had to
be returned for reasons of errors in the design, etc.
Ou tstanding among these are : VILLARS-SUR-OLLON, with
dates 14 to 20-11-42; LAUFENBURG: 6 to 12-1-44 and
SCHAFFHAUSEN 2, with zip number 3200 and date 13-80.
These 3 might be worth $10 or more each . Very elus-
ive are GOLDERN (K94a), LEUKERBAD first design (K47),
NEUVEVILLE without "LA" (K37), and ADLISWIL 1 (K180a)
with the "1" BELOW and net behind the town name, as
well as the K-cancels of some tiny towns such as
CADEMARIO-CASA-DI-CURA, STECHELBERG, or SCHWEFELBERG
BAD. So there IS some special value, IF one knows!

(F . Ganz)

HERE IS A QUESTION FROM OUR FELLOW' MEMBER FROM HERMANN, MO ., 	 65041, P. O . 	 BOX	 ...'.

MATHIAS . PERHAPS SOME OF YOU EXPERIENCED COLLECTORS CAN HELP HIM.
He asks, " Is there available a cross reference between the catalogue numbers of GIBBONS,
SCOTT, ZUMSTEIN, ETC . Any info would be appreciated, and the cost would like to be known,
and if such a copy is available??"

ANY OTHER QUESTIONS????? SEND THEM ALONG
	 	



SWITZERLAND STAMP NEWS

BASEL DOVES TO FLY HOME FOR INTERNABA SHOW OF 1974

Philatelists who own fine specimens of them are invited to let

the "Easel Doves" of 1845 fly back to the Swiss city of their origin

and become part of a special exhibit that will feature INTERNABA 74,

the International Stamp Exhibition that will be staged to commemorate

the centenary of the Universal Postal Union.

At a recent meeting of the organizing committee, Max Guggenheim,

General Commissioner, revealed that the court of honor will include

frames in which nothing but Basel Doves will be shown . Highlight, of
course will be the unique mint block of 15 of the classic rarity

formerly owned by Alfred F. Lichtenstein and Iwan Bally, and now a treasure

of the Swiss Postal Museum, in Bern . But to give this unusual exhibit

truly international stature, INTERNABA 74 is inviting connoisseurs in

every part of the world to participate . Owners of really finecopies
of the world's first stamp to depict a bird and to be printed in three

colors by two different reproduction processes, are asked to send them
to Basel . With such cooperation, this featured exhibit should make
philatelic history. Although 41,000 of the beautiful classics were
Printed and issued in 1845, such specimens as still exist have found

their way into collections all over the world. It is the committee's
hope that many of them will be returned to the city of their origin

from as many parts of the globe as possible for display between June

to 15, next year.

American owners who wish to accept the invitation are asked to

communicate with any of the commissioners for the U .S . : Bernard

Harmer, 6 W. 48th St. and Robert Siegel, 120 E . 56th St ., both of
New York, NY, and Raymond Weill, 407 Royal St ., New Orleans . La 70130.

Lo entry fee will be charged, and the "Doves" will fly from New York:
to Basel aboard a Swissair jetliner,



All Swiss SPO cancellations feature a Swiss cross at the bottom of the outer, double
ring, and none of them gives any indication of a trip number -- quite unusual for Swiss
''ambulant" cancels, These Swiss markings seem to have been in use between about 1890
and 1920, the most "common" of the four cancels being the one reading ROMAN

SHORN-FRIEDRICHSHAFEN.
Austria, through World War I, utilized two types of SPO markings . The first one

(Fig.51) exists in two slightly differing variants (and sizes) and may actually NOT have
been applied on board but rather after landing, in the manner of a "paquebot" strike . The
authorities still dispute the use, or rather the place where these marks were affixed, al-
though there is no doubt that they were applied on mail posted on board . The strongest
defender of the theory that this strike was applied in Bregenz, at the conclusion of each
run, is J. Kittle, in an article in the Swiss Philatelic Journal (June, 1952) . The other
cancellation (Fig .52) is very similar to Austrian RPO strikes of the period, with the run
number in a box above the date . In addition to the sample shown above, another marking
with the legend KONSTANZ-BREGENZ also exists in this type . All four Austrian SPO
marks are of the single ring type . How often they were applied on Swiss stamps is not
known, of course ; but specimens exist just as they do for all subsequently discussed items.

Wuerttemberg, a stamp issuing kingdom within Germany until the end of World War I,
furnished her Bodensee ships (or at least those that had an SPO) with double ring cancelers
with an open date bridge (Fig. 53) . "K. W . " means "Königlich Wuerttembergische" (royal
Wuertt .) ship posts, and the number in the lower semicircle identifies the clerk, while the
date is followed by the run number (K=Kurs ; run, trip) . Two different sizes of this cancel-
lation exist . After Wuerttemberg had deposed her king, the "K" in the upper semicircle
was excised, and even though Germany had taken over the Wuerttemberg posts shortly after
the conclusion of World War I, the cancellers proclaiming Wuerttemberg were kept in use
well into the 1930s (Fig .54), with a slightly modified type (Fig .55), without bars or hatch-
marks, also being utilized . Eventually, and before World War II began, all Wuerttemberg
cancelers were replaced by oval, German style SPO marks (see below).

Bavaria (Bayern), of political status similar to that of Wuerttemberg until 1918-19, em-
ployed single ring SPO marks either with (Fig . 56) or without (Fig . 57) a run number

indication between the (often abbreviated) named end points of her ships' runs . Named Bavari-
an lines were LIND(au)-RORSCH(ach) (and vice versa) ; and LIND(au)-R(oman)SHORN (and vice
versa), the latter also existing in a different abbreviation LIND(au)-R(omans)HORN . Ten
different cancellation types, some with additionally varying trip numbers, exist . Similar to
Wuerttemberg, but seemingly at an earlier date, German oval SPO marks replaced the
Bavarian single rings.

Germany (territory of Baden) . Initially, the German Imperial posts servi ced only those
Bodensee SPO routes that emanated from the cities of the once (prior to 1871) stamp is-
suing Grand-Duchy of Baden . (By now the consulting of a good map of the region will have
become a must for the novice in Bodensee-Schiffspost collecting .) Oval SPO strikes are
known from the middle 1890s on for the lines KONSTANZ-BREGENZ and KONSTANZ-LUD-
WIGSHAFEN (Fig .58) . The last named most likely was never used on Swiss stamps because
the entire trip lies completely within Germany.
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POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, PART XXIII

THE SWISS NAVY (or cancellations applied in or
near Switzerland on or near bodies of water).

By Felix Ganz
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Following World War I, diverse, oval SPO markings replaced the old German (Baden)

ovals as well as the formerly Bavarian and Wuerttemberg strikes (Fig .59) . They are known

for the lines KONSTANZ-LINDAU, LINDAU-ROMANSHORN, ROMANSHORN-FRIEDRICHSHAFEN

(of Zeppelin fame), and FRIEDRICHSHAFEN-ROMANSHORN, this last one in subtypes featur-

ing either a star, or no star above the town names.

After World War II regular SPOs on Lake Constance seem to have been discontinued ; but

information to the contrary will be appreciated.

B) In lieu of SPOs, Lake Constance ships followed similar procedures (and still do) as

are in effect for all Swiss lakes at present : mail deposited in ships' post boxes receives the

ship's dateless (Fig .60) or dated (Fig .61) cachet, and the stamps are then subsequently can-
celed at a trip's terminal which need not be in the country whose stamps are affixed to the
mail . Sometimes, as a favor, dated ship cachets or date strikes used on the ship for freight
letters, etc. are found on the stamps (Fig .62) ; but no special value should be attached to
such made-to-order curiosities . -- Ships' date strikes, by the way, are known for Lake Con-
stance since the 1880s ; but such strikes are found as "corner cards", or freightand accounting
marks rather than on stamps . (Fig. 63).

C) "Paquebot" markings abound for this international lake . They were affixed to mail coming
from ships without a SPO, and wherever the mails were taken off the vessels.Konstanz (in
Germany) used a long, boxed "Bodenseeschiffspost" straightline (Fig . 64) next to the

stamps, together with that city's regular cds. (Fig.65) ON the stamps, or as here shown on the "stamp"
of a postal stationery item. -- Überlingen (Germany) used an even longer (75mm), unboxed

straightline with the same legend ; or
a SCHIFFSPOST in caps . -- Friedrichs-

hafen initially
utilized a boxed,

and later an un-
serifed "Schiffs-'
brief" marking
next to the date

stamp, later "Kurs ROMANSHORN"
or "Kurs RORSCHACH" (Fig .66)

straightlines, and since the 1930s a

cds. similar to that of Lindau (Fig.
70) . --Lindau marked letters

unloaded there with a boxed "
Schiffsbrief" . first in script (Fig. 67) and

then of the type

of Fig. 68, both
at times found
ON the stamps
The markshown
in Fig.69, also

from Lindau, may

be of private
origin. Still
later Lindau, as

did other German Bodensee ports, used a cds (Fig . 70) for all unloaded ship mail.
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